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Once a micro-organism has been isolated and grown in a clean crop, it is necessary to maintain the viability and purity of the micro-organism by preserving the clean culture from contamination. Normally in laboratories, clean crops are periodically carried in or in fresh environments (subculture) to allow continuous growth
and viability of micro-organisms. Transfer is always subject to aseptic conditions to avoid contamination. Since re-subculture takes a long time, it becomes difficult to maintain a large number of clean crops successfully for a long time. In addition, there is a risk of genetic changes as well as contamination. Therefore, it is
now replaced by some modern methods that do not need frequent subculture. These methods include cooling, paraffin method, cryopreservation and lyophilization (freezing drying). Periodic transfer to fresh media strains can be maintained by periodically preparing fresh culture from the previous inventory. The cultural
environment, storage temperature and time interval during which transfers take place vary depending on the type and must be established in advance. The temperature and type of medium chosen should maintain a slower rather than faster growth rate so that the interval between transfers can be as long as possible.
Many of the more common heterotrophs remain viable for several weeks or months in an environment such as nutrient agar. The transfer method has the disadvantage of not preventing changes in the characteristics of the strain due to the development of variants and mutants. Pure refrigeration culture can be
successfully stored at 0-4°C in refrigerators or cold rooms. This method is applied for a short time (2-3 weeks for bacteria and 3-4 months for fungi), since the metabolic activities of microorganisms are strongly delayed, but do not stop. Thus, their growth continues slowly, nutrients are used and waste products are
released into an environment. This leads to the death of microbes after a while. Paraffin method/ preservation by overlaying crops with mineral oil This is a simple and most economical method for maintaining clean crops of bacteria and fungi. In this method, sterile liquid paraffin is poured on to the slope (slope) of the
crop and stored upright at room temperature. The paraffin layer provides anaerobic conditions and prevents dehydration of the environment. This condition helps microorganisms or pure culture to remain dormant, and therefore the crop can be preserved from months to years (varies depending on species). The
advantage of this method is that we can remove some of the growth under the oil with a transfer needle, inoculate a fresh environment and still preserve the original crop. The simplicity of the method makes it attractive, but changes in the characteristics of the strain can still occur. Cryopreservation Cryopreservation (i.e.
freezing in liquid at -196°C or in the gas above liquid nitrogen at -150°C) helps to survive clean crops for a long storage time. In this method, the microorganisms of culture are quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen at -196 ° C in the presence of stabilizing agents such as glycerol or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), which prevent cell
damage due to the formation of ice crystals and stimulate cell survival. This method of liquid nitrogen has been successful with many species that cannot be preserved by lyophilization and most species can remain viable under these conditions for 10 to 30 years without undergoing a change in their characteristics, but
this method is expensive. Freeze-Drying Lyophilisation is a process in which water and other solvents are removed from a frozen product by sublimation. Sublimation occurs when a frozen liquid goes directly into a gaseous state without entering a liquid phase. It is recommended to use slow cooling rates, as this will lead
to the formation of vertical ice crystal structures, thus allowing more effective water sublimation than the frozen product. Lyophilised products are hygroscopic and must be protected from moisture during storage. Under these conditions, microbial cells become dehydrated, and their metabolic activities are stopped; as a
result, microbes go dormant and remain viable for years. Lyophilised or freeze-dried clean crops and then sealed and stored in the dark at 4 °C in refrigerators. The freezing drying method is the most commonly used technique from cultural collection centres. Many types of bacteria stored by this method have remained
viable and unchanged in their characteristics for more than 30 years. Advantage of lyophilization Only minimal storage space is necessary; hundreds of freeze-dried crops can be stored in a small area. Small vials can be conveniently sent by post to other microbiological laboratories when packed in special sealed postal
containers. Lyophilised crops can be revived by opening the vials, adding a liquid medium and transferring a rehydrated crop to an appropriate growth medium. Related page ID9169 contributed by BoundlessCommon Microbiology in Boundless LEARNING PURPOSES Describe how pure microbial cultures can be grown
in agar-based growth environment microbial cultures are fundamental and basic diagnostic methods widely used as a research tool in molecular biology. It is often essential to isolate a clean culture from microorganisms. Pure (or axenic) culture is a population of cells or multicellular organisms that grow in the absence of
other species or species. Pure culture can come from one cell or one organism, in which case cells are genetic clones of each other. For the purposes of microbial culture, the agar gel (agar) environment is used. Agar is a gelatinous substance derived from algae. A cheap agar substitute is guar gum, which can be used
to insulate and maintain thermophiles. Figure: Selective Selective Geomyces destrucence in culture from the tissues of bats. (A) The original cultured tubes of Sabouraud agar, supplemented by nine antibiotics and incubated at 4 °C for six or eight weeks; growth of G. destructans strains. (B) Some fungal contamination of
individual isolates is visible, as shown in close-up of a cultural tube. C) Enrichment and restoration of pure fungal colonies by treating a culture infected with hydrochloric acid. Microbiological crops can be grown in petri dishes of different sizes, which have a thin layer of agar-based growth medium. Once the growth
medium in the petri dish is inoculated with the desired bacteria, the plates are incubated at the best temperature for growing the selected bacteria (for example, usually at 37 degrees Celsius for crops of humans or animals or lower for ecological crops). Another method of bacterial culture is the liquid culture, in which the
desired bacteria are suspended in liquid broth, nutrient medium. They are ideal for preparing an antimicrobial test. The experimenter will vaccinate liquid broth with bacteria and let it grow at night (they can use a shaker for even growth). They will then take aliquots from the sample to investigate the antimicrobial activity of
a particular medicinal product or protein (antimicrobial peptides). Alternatively, the microbiologist may decide to use static liquid crops. These cultures do not shake and provide microbes with an oxygen gradient. Key points Pure culture can originate from one cell or one organism, in which case the cells are genetic
clones of each other. Microbial cultures are fundamental and basic diagnostic methods widely used as a research tool in molecular biology. The most common form of microbial crops are liquid or solid ( agar ). Basic conditions agar: gelatin material obtained from seaweed, used as a bacterial medium, in electrophoresis
and as a dietary supplement. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve
functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. For more information, see our Privacy Policy and User Agreement. Take part in user research Reject form the way experiments are conducted in industrial
R&amp;ies. If you work in corporate R&amp;d, sign up to be invited to our 1-1 remote user survey session. Method allowing micro-organisms to in a controlled environment, microbial crops on solid and liquid microbiological culture or microbiological culture is a method of multiplying micro-organisms by allowing them to
reproduce in a predetermined growing medium under controlled laboratory conditions. Microbial cultures basic diagnostic methods used as a research tool in molecular biology. Microbial cultures are used to determine the type of organism, its abundance in the sample being tested, or both. It is one of the main diagnostic
methods of microbiology and is used as a tool for determining the cause of the infectious disease, leaving the agent to multiply in a predetermined environment. For example, throat culture is taken by scraping the mucous membrane of tissue at the back of the throat and absorbing the sample into an environment so that
it can be screened for harmful microorganisms, such as Streptococcus pyogenes, the causative agent of strep throat. [1] Furthermore, the term culture is used more often informally to refer to selective cultivation of a certain type of micro-organism in the laboratory. It is often essential to isolate a clean culture from
microorganisms. Pure (or axenic) culture is a population of cells or multicellular organisms that grow in the absence of other species or species. Pure culture can come from one cell or one organism, in which case cells are genetic clones of each other. For the purposes of gelling microbial culture, the environment of agar
gel (agar) is used. Agar is a gelatinous substance derived from algae. A cheap agar substitute is guar gum, which can be used to insulate and maintain thermophiles. Bacterial culture Culture Bacilus anthracite has several types of bacterial methods that are selected based on agent cultivation and downstream use. Broth
cultures One method of bacterial culture is a liquid culture in which the desired bacteria are suspended in a liquid nutrient medium, such as Luria broth, in an upright flask. This allows a scientist to grow large amounts of bacteria for various downstream applications. Liquid crops are ideal for preparing antimicrobial
analysis, in which the experimenter vaccinates liquid broth with bacteria and lets it grow overnight (they can use a shaker for even growth). They will then take aliquots from the sample to investigate the antimicrobial activity of a particular medicinal product or protein (antimicrobial peptides). Liquid cultures of
cyanobacteria Synechococcus PCC 7002 Alternatively, the microbiologist may decide to use static liquid crops. These cultures do not shake and provide microbes with an oxygen gradient. [2] Agar plates Microbiological crops can be grown in petri dishes of different sizes, which have a thin layer of growth medium based
on agar. Once the growth medium in the petri dish is inoculated with the desired bacteria, the plates are incubated at the optimum temperature for growing the selected bacteria (for example, usually at 37 degrees Celsius, or the temperature of the human body, for crops of humans or animals, or lower for ecological
crops). Following the achievement of the growth level, the agar plates can be stored upside down in a refrigerator for an extended period of time in order to for future experiments. There are various additives that can be added to the agar before pouring into a plate and leaving to harden. Some types of bacteria can only
grow in the presence of certain supplements. This can also be used in the creation of specially developed strains of bacteria that contain antibiotic-resistant genes. When the selected antibiotic is added to the agara, only bacterial cells containing the gene insert, giving resistance, will be able to grow. This allows the
explorer to select only the colonies that have been successfully transformed. Motile crops and non-mobile bacteria can be differentiated along the lines of puncture. Motile bacteria will grow from the piercing line while non-motile bacteria are only present along the stabbing line. Stab crops are similar to agar plates, but
are formed from a hard agar into a tube. Bacteria are introduced through an inoculation needle or pipette tip, stabbed in the center of agar. Bacteria grow in the pierced area. [3] Knife crops are most commonly used for short-term storage or supply of crops. The collections of culture focus on the acquisition,
authentication, production, preservation, cataloguing and distribution of viable crops of standard reference micro-organisms, cell lines and other materials for the study of microbial systematics. [4] [5] The crop collection are also repositories of type strains. Main national cultural collections. [4] [5] Collection Acronym Name
Location ATCC American Type Culture Collection Manassas, Virginia BCCM Belgian Coordinated Collections of Microorganisms Decentralized, Coordination Cell in Brussels, Belgium COPC CULTURE COLLECTION University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden REC Colexolon of Cultivola tultivo Valencia, Spain CIP
Collection d'Institut Pasteur Paris, France DSMZ Deutsche Sammlung von Microorganized and Zellkulturen Braunschig International Collection of Microorganisms from Auckland , New Zealand JCM Japan Collection of microorganisms Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan NCTC National Collection of Types of Public Health England,
London, United Kingdom Solid Plate of Thermophilic Microorganisms For solid plaque cultures of thermophilic microorganisms such as Bacillus acidocaldarius, Bacillus s atemophilus, Thermus aquaticus and Thermus thermophilus etc., growing at temperatures from 50 to 70 degrees C, low-purified desired rubber is the
most desirable substance , which is compared to agar for counting or insulation or both of the above thermophilic bacteria. [6] Virus and feg culture Virus or phage cultures require host cells in which the virus or phage multiply. For bacteriophages, crops are grown by infecting bacterial cells. Then the phages can be



isolated from the resulting plaques in the moors of bacteria on a plate. Viral cultures are obtained from their corresponding Eukarytic cell culture Main article: Isolation of cell culture of the Cultures Main article: Axenic For single cell eukaryotics, such as yeast, the isolation of clean crops uses the same techniques as in
bacterial cultures. Pure cultures of multicellular organisms are often more easily isolated by simply selecting an individual to initiate a culture. This is a useful technique for a clean culture of fungi, multicellular algae and small metazoa, for example. The development of clean culture techniques is crucial for the monitoring
of the specimen in question. The most common method of isolating individual cells and getting a clean culture is to prepare sharp plates. The plaque method is a way of physically separating the microbial population and is carried out by spreading the inoculum back and forth with an inoculating contour on the rigid agar
plate. Colonies will occur during incubation and single cells will be isolated from biomass. Once a micro-organism is isolated in a pure culture, it is necessary to keep it in a viable state for further examination and use. Stock crops must be maintained so that there is no loss of their biological, immunological and cultural
characteristics. See also Blood Culture Microbial Dark Matter Microbial Cultures Food Screening Cultures Sputum Culture Synchronous Culture Gellan References ^ Health, Incorporated (2010-06-28). Throat culture. Webmd. Archive of the original from 2013-03-17. Retrieved 2013-03-10. 1999 1970 Selective growths of
fimbrirate bacteria in a static liquid environment. Diary of a bacterium. The American Society of Microbiology. 103 (2): 447–456. Doy:10.1128/JB.103.2.447-456.1970. 248102. 4914569. They are 1,000 metres from 1999 www.addgene.org. Archive of the original on April 8, 2018. Retrieved March 21, 2018. ↑
10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Micro-organism biology in Brock (13th and 13th). San Francisco: Benjamin Cummings. 9780321649638. ^ Urubru, F. (2003). History and services of cultural collections (PDF). International microbiology. 6 (2): 101–103. Doy:10.1007/s10123-003-0115-2.
12811589. Lin, Chi Cheng and Cassid, L. E. (1984) GELRS as gelling agents in the media for the growth of thermophilic microorganisms. Applied and Ecological Microbiology 47, 427-429. Wikimedia's external links have media related to microbiological cultures. EFFCA - European Association of Cults in the Field of
Food and Feed. Information on the production and use of microbial crops, as well as legislative aspects. Visited by
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